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In large variety of practical applications, using information from different sources or different kind of data 

is a reasonable demand. The problem of studying multiple source data can be represented as a multi-task 

learning problem, and then the information from one source can help to study the information from the 

other source by extracting a shared common structure. From the other hand, parameter evaluations obtained 

from various sources can be confused and conflicting. This paper proposes a Bayesian based approach to 

calibrate data obtained from different sources and to solve nonlinear regression problem in the presence of 

heteroscedastisity of the multiple-source model. An efficient algorithm is developed for implementation. 

Using analytical and simulation studies, it is shown that the proposed Bayesian calibration improves the 

convergence rate of the algorithm and precision of the model. The theoretical results are supported by a 

synthetic example, and a real-world problem, namely, modeling unsteady pitching moment coefficient of 

aircraft, for which a recurrent neural network is constructed. 

Keywords: Multiple source data, multitask learning, heteroscedastisity, Bayesian calibration, 

regularization, nonlinear regression. 

1. Introduction 

In many engineering, economics and data analytics applications it is often difficult to get reliable evaluations of the critical 

parameters. If additional data of the same source are unavailable, a possible way is to combine the information from different 

kind of data or different sources [1-6]. In marketing, the study of the effect of interest rates on a demand for durable goods 

obtained from different communities [1], or modeling the preferences of many people, for example, with similar demographics, 

are also common practice [2, 3]. In addition, we can consider the prediction of student test results for a collection of schools, 

based on school demographics [4], and survival of patients in different clinics [5]. For engineering application, combination of 

numerical and experimental studies are commonly used to get the data. All of the data sources should be used to improve a 

model comprehensiveness. As an example, one can consider a development of a prognostic model on crack growth [6] or 

design of an aerodynamics model simultaneously based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations and experimental data 

[7]. Furthermore, numerous identification problems deal with solving models via combining data obtained at the tests 

conducted at different time instances and/or different maneuvers [8-12]. In this case, data obtained from different time frames 

or maneuvers could also be considered as data obtained from different sources because the test conditions corresponding to 

different frames could change.  

Suppose that we have s data sources:  ,p p

p j jD  x y  denotes given data for source p, where 1... pj N  is the number 

of examples for the data set j, 
p

jx  denotes the predictors and 
p

jy  denotes the responses. Our model assumption is that the 

response 
p

jy  is the output of a function f with additional Gaussian noise of standard deviation p .  

This problem can be considered as a multitask learning problem [13-23]. Any multitask learning model exploits the fact 

that the tasks are somehow related, and makes use of shared common structure among the tasks to obtain improved estimations. 

Multi-task neural network [13] learns the hidden layer representation as a common data representation for all tasks. Hierarchical 

Bayesian inference as a model for studying multitask learning was proposed in [15]. Information-theoretic considerations 

demonstrate that multitask learning can be highly advantageous. The necessary assumption to arrive at these theoretical results 

is that the tasks are indeed related, i.e., that they are drawn from the same (hyper)distribution. Multi-task feature learning [16] 

also learns a common data representation but under the regularization framework. Regularized multi-task support vector 

machine (SVM) [17] assumes that all tasks are similar and incorporates this assumption into the objective function of 

conventional SVM as a regularization term. Task clustering methods [18; 19] partition all tasks into clusters and learn a 

common data or model representation for all tasks in each cluster. 

Under the assumption of linearity of the function f, we come to the multivariate linear regression problem [24]. Recently, 

significant efforts have been undertaken in designing a variety of techniques based on different assumptions. If the regression 

coefficients across different tasks are assumed to be coupled by some shared common factors, then the low rank structure of 

regression coefficient matrix can be obtained. Under such conditions, one can develop a good estimator of the regression 

coefficient matrix by adopting either a non-convex rank constraint [25-27], or a convex relaxation using the nuclear norm 
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regularization [21, 28-40]. Prior knowledge about task “features” can facilitate multitask learning problem [19]. For the case 

of multiple source learning problem, the higher-level task-dependent characteristics can be introduced naturally, namely, 

through dependency of the characteristics on the source type. 

While developing the regression model based on multiple sources, one should bear in mind that the data could be collected 

in different parameter ranges, with different number of data points and with different accuracies. Considering such data leads 

us to a heteroscedastic model. In the processes of fitting the model to the data, it is unavoidable that some fitting of the model 

to data of a noise source will occur, because some components of the noise are indistinguishable from real data. The data 

obtained from one of the “noisy” sources could have a negative effect on the model predictions for the other source data.  

There are two solutions to handle this problem. The first solution is to diagnose the outliers, which can be seen as special 

noise with long tail [41], then the training samples processed by removing the detected outliers will be fed into the regression 

models [42]. The second solution is to construct the regression model, which is robust to outliers directly [43].  

There are a lot of techniques that follow the first solution [44-50]. The final regression accuracy depends largely on the 

goodness of outliers detection results. Note that those outlier detection methods have the risks of identifying normal points as 

outliers. In this case, certain information in training samples will lose. This fact will have great effects on regression 

performance, especially for the small size training samples. In our study we follow the second solution, i.e., designing the 

robust regression models. 

The common strategy to enhance the robustness of the regression model is to add weights to different sources. In [49], 

authors showed that samples with large simulation residuals should be given small weights. In [50], authors claimed that the 

relatively smaller weights should be given to the sample points with large distance to others. In [51], maximum correntropy 

criterion that comes from information theoretic learning is selected as a loss function, while a truncated least squares loss 

function is employed in [52]. This loss function is non-convex, which leads to a difficult optimization task. Another method to 

obtain a robust regression model is to model the noise comprehensively by mixture distributions [52-60]. However, the 

limitation of such nonlinear regression models is that the mixture distributions can fit the noise in nonlinear regression models. 

When one data source is more reliable or costly than another, a cost-sensitive learning [61] could be used. However this 

type of learning requires additionally specified labeling of data concerning what types are more preferable [62-64] and this is 

not always suitable for the multiple-source data regression.  

In our approach, we follow Mackay evidence [65] for the single-source problem and extend it to the multiple-source 

problem to design a Bayesian Calibration for Multiple Source data (BCMS) approach. Using Bayesian method, we 

automatically and quantitatively embody penalty terms for “non-reliable” data source, which arise from the data itself,  

maximizing the evidence of the model. Regardless of the cost-sensitive learning, we do not impose any external constraints or 

modification of the loss function, for example, different weights for over-prediction and under-prediction errors. Using the 

proposed technique, we can both extract common structure and solve heteroscedasticity of the model. The noisy data from 

different sources are self-penalizing under Bayes’ rule. Based on the proposed approach the effective algorithm, which 

improves the precision of the model, is elaborated. The algorithm can be applied for both linear and nonlinear problems, 

including neural network training. Using theoretical analysis and simulations, we show that the BCMS improves the algorithm 

convergence. 

The paper organized in the following way. In Section 2, we briefly review the single task problem. In Section 3, Bayesian 

approach for development of nonlinear single-source model will be extended to the multiple-source case, and equations for 

optimization of hyperparameters will be derived. In Section 4, algorithms for implementation for both linear and nonlinear 

cases are considered. In Section 5, the algorithm convergence is analyzed. Section 6 deals with experiments. And, finally, 

Section 7 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

 

Let us first give a short overview of a single-source regression problem. The problem of interpolating noisy data is 

formulated in the following way [65]. The data set D is a pair of vectors  x,y , with  1 ...
T

Nx xx   1 ...
T

Ny yy . The 

problem is to find a function f that models the data set with some noise 

  y , 1...j jf j N  x ,  

where   is the independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with standard deviations  . 

f is an interpolation model with a given functional  and interpolation parameters 
1( .. ) k

kw w R w . The problem is to 

find the interpolation parameters w.  

Mackay [65] exploited Bayesian approach to introduce a regularization technique for model development. He showed 

that at the first level of Bayesian inference, the most probable values w of the approximation function corresponds to 

minimizing the following objective function  
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2 2
W DF E E  + , (1) 

where    1,   ... ,  ( ) -  
TT

D N i i iE e e e f x y  e e e  is an error vector, and T

WE  w w  is a penalizing term that implements 

regularization preventing overfitting. The hyperparameters   and   are evaluated at the second level of inference by 

maximizing an evidence for them. The equations for updating the parameters are given as: 

 
WE


  , (2) 

 
D

N

E





 , (3) 

where 1k Trace( )    H  is called the effective number of parameters, H is a Hessian matrix, specified by the following 

equation 

    2 2 2 = W DF E E         H I B , (4) 

where I and B denote  2

WE I ,  2

DEB , 
2  is the Laplace operator. 

3. Bayesian approach for development of multi-source regression model. 

 

For the multi-source problem, we have s sources. The overall data set D can be divided into s subsets D1,…, Ds of the pairs 

obtained from s different experiments, namely,    1 1 ... s s
x ,y , , x ,y , with   1 ...

p

T
p p p

Nx x x ,  1 ,...,
p

T
p p p

Ny y y , and 

1...p s . The data set is modeled as deviation from a mapping f under some additive noise processes  1...
T

s ν   

 

 

 

1 1

1 1 1
1 1, 1... ,

...

, 1... .
s s

j j

s s s
j j s s

f j N

f j N





  

  

y x

y x

 (5) 

where 1( ... ) , 1..
p p p

p T

j j j n p px x j N x  is the n-dimensional state vector, 
pN  is a number of the pairs from the p-th data subset, 

1

s

p

p

N N


  is the total number of observations and p  are the independent zero-mean Gaussian noises with standard 

deviations p . 

Suppose that the responses 1,..., s
y y  are independent related to the same function f and the number of observations for each 

subset is not necessarily the same.  

Then, the likelihood function is  

 /2

det 1 1 1
( | , ) exp exp ,

2 2(2π)

T T

N

D

P D
Z

   
      

   

ρ
w ρ e ρe e ρe  (6) 

where the constant 
/2(2π)

det

N

DZ 
ρ

 is the normalizing coefficient. The noise matrix  1diag ,..., N ρ  is a N×N diagonal 

matrix, where 2

i i   , and , ,i j i j    related to the observations ,i jx x  from the same data subset 
pD  are equal.  

We also introduce a prior knowledge about expected smoothness of the interpolant f in order to improve the model 

prediction performance  
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1
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The parameter   is a measure of expected smoothness of the function f and  
/2

1

2
exp ..

k

w w kZ E dw dw





 

 

 
    

 
   

is a normalizing coefficient. 

At the first level of Bayesian inference, the hyperparameters   and , 1...i i s   are considered to be known and the posterior 

probability of the interpolation parameters w is given by 

 
( | , , ) ( | )

( | ,  , )  
( | , )

P D P
P D

P D

 





w ρ w
w ρ

ρ
, (8) 

or  

  
1

( | , , ) exp ( )  
F

P D F
Z

  w ρ w , (9) 

here 
FZ  is the normalizing constant, and the objective function for maximization of the posterior (9) has the following form 

 
1 1

( )
2 2

T TF w w w + e ρe , (10) 

Note that the objective function in form (10) contains the weighted sum of errors T
e ρe . 

Usually, the parameters   and even , 1...i i s   are unknown a priori. Nevertheless, the smoothness of the interpolant are 

significantly determined by  . Let us use the Bayesian rule to infer the values of   and , 1...i i s   from the data, namely, 

 
( | , ) ( , )

( , | ) 
( )

P D P
P D

P D

 
 

ρ ρ
ρ , (11) 

Similar to [65], we do not take any prior considerations about values of   and ρ , and ( , )P  ρ  is taken as a flat prior. Thus, 

the most probable values of   and ρ  are obtained by maximizing the evidence ( | , )P D  ρ . At the same time, this function 

is the normalizing constant in the equation (8). Expressing it in terms of the normalizing constants, one can obtain 

 
( , )

( | , ) 
( ) ( )

F

W D

Z
P D

Z Z







ρ
ρ

ρ
. (12) 

The constants 
DZ  and 

WZ  are determined earlier in the equations (6) and (7). The constant 
FZ  is the following integral  

   1... exp ..F kZ F dw dw

 

 

   . (13) 

Integrating (13) is a rather complicated problem, however, we can estimate the integral (13), assuming the objective function 

to be quadratic in a small area in the vicinity of a minimum point (mp). Taylor-expanding of the objective function near the 

minimum point 
mpw  of the posterior density, where the gradient is zero, gives  

 
T1

  ( ) ( ) (  )
2

mp mp mpF F   w w  w H w w ,  

and now we can evaluate the integral (13) 

 
k/2 1/2  exp  (  ) (2π)  (det )F mp mpZ F   H . (14) 

Substitution of the obtained expression (14) into (12) yields  
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1

k/2 1/2

/2/2k/2

1

exp  (  ) (2π)  (det )
( | , )  

2π 2π 2π
...

s

mp mp

NN

s

F
P D 

  




   
   

     

H
ρ , (15) 

The log evidence for   and ρ  is  

 1

1

1
ln ( | , ) = ln det ln ln ... ln ln 2π

2 2 2 2 2

s

mp mp s

NNk N
P D F         ρ H .  

To get the value   maximizing the objective function F, we should set the derivative of the log evidence with respect to   

equal to zero  

 log ( | , ) = 0
d

P D
d




ρ .  

Taking into account that  

  2 2

1 1

 =
i

s s

W i D i i

i i

E E   
 

     H I B , (16) 

 

where 
T1

2iD i iE  e e  is the sum of error squares on subset i,  2

ii DE B , and 

      1 1 1log det  = Trace log  Trace  Trace  Trace
d d d

d d d  

   
   

 

H
H H H H I H ,  

we have the expression for   

 
1 Trace( )

2 w

k

E







H
. (17) 

In the similar way, differentiating the log evidence with respect to , 1...i i s   and setting the corresponding derivatives being 

equal to zero  

 log ( | , ) = 0, 1...
i

d
P D i s

d



ρ ,  

one can obtain 

 2
iD i i iE N   . (18) 

Here  -1Tracei i i  H B  is a measure of the effective number of parameters that are well determined by the subset i of the 

data. The expectation of the 2

D  misfit between the true interpolant and the data is N. In our case, we do not know the true 

interpolant but only the inferred one, and we can evaluate only the misfit between the inferred interpolant and the data, namely, 
2 2D DE   [65]. According to the equations (18) the most probable noise estimates for each subset , 1...i i s   lead to misfit 

determined for each subset 
2

iD i iN   .  

As opposite to the single-source approximation problem [65], where the objective function is (1), and the global parameters 

are calculated through the equations (2) and (3), in the framework of the proposed approach, the global parameters 
i  are 

adjusted, taking into account the corresponding set error. 

It could be proved theoretically that the maximum of the evidence evaluation (12) exists. The proof is provided in Appendix 

A. 

In the linear case the statement of the problem (5) could be rewritten as follows: 
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where  1

T

n  Θ  is a n-dimensional state vector of parameters common to all sources. In this case the likelihood function 

is  

    
1

1 1
( | , ) exp .

2

s
T

p p T p p T p

pD

P D
Z




 
    

 
Θ ρ y Θ x y Θ x  (20) 

Using the prior in the form (7), one can obtain the following optimization problem, which should be solved: 

    
1

ˆ arg min
s

T
p p T p p T p T

p

 


 
    

 


Θ

Θ y Θ x y Θ x Θ Θ . (21) 

 

4. Algorithms for multiple source regression model 

 

Let us start with design of an algorithm for evaluation of the nonlinear model weights. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) is 

the effective minimization algorithm for solving ill-possessed problems [66, 67]: 

  
1

1i i 


w = w - H + I g , (22) 

where  g F  is the gradient of the objective function,   is a parameter of the algorithm. 

The Gauss-Newton method applied to approximate the Hessian matrix within the LM algorithm leads us to T , H J ρJ I  

where J is the Jacobian. The gradient is calculated through the following equation T

1i  g J ρe w . Substituting the 

expressions for H and g into (22), one can obtain the following equations for the adjustment of weights: 

     
1

1 1

T T

i i i  


 w = w - J ρJ + I J ρe+ w  (23) 

The derived modification of the LM algorithm improves the location of the minimum point in the case of heteroscedastic 

data. 

The linear problem (21) is well-studied and, for example, the ridge penalized least squares estimate can be used. After 

introducing the Bayesian calibration weights, the equation for estimating of a model coefficients Θ̂  becomes as follows 

  
1ˆ T T


 Θ x ρx I x ρy . (24) 

The Table 1 summarizes the results of the previous sections and gives guidelines for using the BCMS. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Summary of BCMS algorithm applications 

BCMS 

details 

Problem statement 

Linear Nonlinear 

Optimization 

problem 
   

1

ˆ arg min
s

T
p p T p p T p T

p

 


 
    

 


Θ

Θ y Θ x y Θ x Θ Θ   ˆ arg min T T 
Θ

Θ e ρe w w  

Estimator 
Ridge 

 
1ˆ T T


 Θ x ρx I x ρy  

LM: 

    
1

1 1

T T

i i i  


 w = w - J ρJ + I J ρe+ w  

 

The detailed steps for implementation of the BCMS for a nonlinear regression problem are given in Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1 Bayesian Calibration for Multi-Source Data (BCMS)  

1: Initialize the parameters , i  ,where i=1...s. We choose to set 

0, 1/i s   , 0.005  . We use the Nguyen-Widrow method of 

initializing the weighs [68]. 

2: Take one step of the LM algorithm (23) to minimize the objective 

function F (10). 

3: Compute the sum of error squares 
T1

2iD i iE  e e  for each subset i, i=1...s 

and the regularizing function T

WE  w w . 

4: Compute the parameters of the objective function 
1, .. s    using (17), 

(18). 

5: Iterate steps 2 through 4 until convergence. 

 

The best results are obtained if the training data is first mapped into the range [-1,1] (or some similar region). Typically 

both inputs and outputs are scaled. 

 

5. Convergence analysis 

Convergence of the algorithms of the type (23) is determined with the condition number max / mink k

kk
   H H  of the 

Hessian H [69], where 
kH  is the eigen values of it. A lesser condition number leads to a higher convergence rate. We show 

bellow that iterations (16-18), and (23) improves the condition number and speeds up the algorithm convergence as compared 

to the GNBR [67]. Let us analyze the convergence in case of two subsets, the extension to the multiple-subset case is straight-

forward. In this case the data obtained for the first data set is more reliable, namely, 
1 2   and, hence, 

1 2D DE E . 

If we apply the BCMS iterations instead of GNBR iterations we can get the value of 
1 : 

 
 

1

-1

1 1

1

Trace

2 D

N

E







H B
.  

where  
1

2

1 DE B . 

Under the estimations 
1

1

D D

N
E E

N
  , and 1

1

N

N
 B B  , where  2

DEB , the following evaluations for the global 

parameter 
1  can be obtained  

 
   

1

-1 -1

1 1

1

Trace Trace

2 2
GNBR

D D

N N

E E

 
 

 
  

H B H B
. (25) 

where 
GNBR  is obtained within the GNBR technique through Eq. (3). In the similar way, we can evaluate: 

 
   

2

-1 -1

2 2

2

Trace Trace

2 2

GNBR

D D

N N

E E

 
 

 
  

H B H B
, (26) 

where  
2

2

2 DE B . 

Thus, the algorithm assigns for the data from the more reliable source the higher weight and the smaller weight to lesser 

reliable source. The algorithm prevents growth of the model parameters w caused by fitting the noisy data penalizing the less 

reliable source with smaller weights, while increasing the weights for more reliable data.  

The highest value of the eigen value max k

k
H  determine the eigen vector aligned with the direction that is well determined 

by the data, whilst the smallest value min k

k
H  specifies the vector that lies in the direction that is poorly determined by the 
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data. In the case of domination of noisy data in the overall data set the highest eigen value is determined by the noise source 

and the smallest one is determined by the more reliable source. Assigning higher weights for the more reliable data, and lower 

weights for the less reliable data one can decrease the condition number of the problem max / mink k

kk
   H H , through 

decreasing of  and increasing of . Thus, the Bayesian calibration improves the ill-conditioned matrix H and 

increases the robustness of the algorithm in case of combining the data from multiple sources. 

It could be also analyzed through the numbers of the effective parameters (18) and the misfit criterion determined for each 

subset 2

iD . Increasing the weights for the less noisy data the algorithm automatically increases the number of parameters used 

for the reliable source. It helps to prevent excessive fitting the data as the misfit of the noisy data 
2

2

2 2D N    is decreased.  

 

6. Experiments 

 

Simple example 

Let us consider an example of using the proposed approach. In order to demonstrate the main advantages of the BCMS a 

simple example will be considered. We try to estimate the following test function from the noisy data: 

 
, 0;

sin 3 , 0.

x x
y

x x

 
 



 (27) 

We constructed two subsets using function (27). Subset 1 consists of 12 points generated using function (27) at 0x  , with an 

addition of a noise with standard normal distribution with zero mean and variance 0.01. The Subset 2 is 500 points generated 

using the function (27) at 0x  , with an addition of a noise with standard normal distribution with zero mean and variance 

0.9. This example artificially simulates a problem of solving the regression model based on data obtained from two sources. 

For example, one of the sources is more precise but more expensive ( 0x  ). The other ( 0x  ) is less precise but more 

affordable, so we can get more data. The simulated data (markers) and the noiseless function (solid line) are shown in Fig.1.  

In order to evaluate performances of the algorithms solely, we selected the polynomial regression model f of the tenth order. 

The BCMS applied for this data is compared with GNBR. The results obtained for the linear regression (LR) technique are 

also compared. 

 

Fig. 1. Estimation of the synthetic example function corrupted by noise. The Subset 1 is the noisy function (27) at 0x  , the 

noise has the standard normal distribution with zero mean and variance 0.01. The Subset 2 is the noisy function (23) at 0x  , 

the noise has standard normal distribution with zero mean and variance 0.9. 

max k

k
H min k

k
H
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From the figure one can see that the GNBR as well as the LR techniques are significantly determined by the data extracted 

from the “second” experiment and do not catch the “Noiseless” dependency determined in the “first” experiment. The GNBR 

and LR models oscillate with respect to the sought function ( x ) since the data obtained in the “second” experiment (sin 3x) 

dominate in the training set. As compared to the other models, the BCMS does not perform significantly worse on the “second” 

subset but it fits the initial model more better on the “first” subset. The regularization factors 
1 2,  , inferring the “reliability” 

of the data subset from the data itself, prevent the model from studying intensively the “less reliable” data. 

Development of the regression model of (27) is an ill-possessed problem with poor conditional number. For example, usage 

of the LR gives 1.55 11e   . Usage of the proposed Bayesian calibrated weight matrix ρ  improves the condition number 

while calculating the Hessian H through scaling the eigen values. The condition number for the Hess matrix H for the GNBR 

algorithm in this example is 1.55 11e   , but for the BCMS algorithm we can get 4.3 10e   . In addition, the tests 

showed that the BCMS requires lesser time for convergence, compared with the GNBR, in spite of the fact that BCMS requires 

additional calculation of the values of calibration weights according to (18) instead of calculating only the single value for 

GNBR (3). Thus, introduction of the calibration matrix ρ  into the objective function (10) amends the Hessian that leads to 

improved convergence and reduced calculation time. 

It should be noted that the BCMS should give the same results as the GNBR in case of similar error for the different subsets. 

For example, if we consider the same function (27) with the noise with standard normal distribution with zero mean and 

variance 0.01 added to each subset (500 points for each subset), the performance of both methods will be quite similar (see 

Figure 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Estimation of the synthetic example function corrupted by noise that has the standard normal distribution with zero 

mean and variance 0.01. 

Thereby, these examples demonstrate that the proposed approach reduces fitting of the noisy data in the case when the noisy 

data prevails over the less noisy data. On the other hand, if both sources have the same level of noise, the BCMS algorithm 

yields the results not worse than results that could be obtained using the conventional approaches. 

A real-world problem 

The BCMS algorithm is also tested for the development of the model of the unsteady pitching moment coefficient of aircraft 

mC  derived from two sources, the data could be found in [70]. The data are obtained in wind tunnel experiments in two different 

studies, representing the two data sources. The results of the first experiments are given in the form of tabular model and the 

results of the second experiment are represented in the form of pitching moment coefficient evolutions through time during the 

oscillation of the aircraft model inside a wind tunnel. The first source, which is the tabular model of the unsteady pitching 

moment coefficient, is suitable for description only within the normal flight envelope. The additionally conducted experiment 
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is used to support the investigations of the flight dynamics and control systems beyond the normal flight envelope. The resulting 

model should fit the data from both sources. 

The tabular model specifies the unsteady pitching moment coefficient as Taylor series expansion with respect to state 

parameters up to linear terms: 

  
0 0 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )

qm m m mC C C C q


          , (28) 

where the 
0  is a trimming angle of attack,   is a current angle of attack, q  is an undimensional pitching rate. The coefficient 

of the model 
0 0 0( ), ( )m mC C


   and 0( )

qmC   are the tabular data, which are usually determined by wind tunnel experiments 

with small-amplitude pitch forced oscillation of the aircraft model  

 
0 sin(2 ),

2 cos(2 ).

A ft

q f A ft





  

 

 


 (29) 

0
, ,

qm m mC C C


 are two-dimensional matrices, describing the dependency of coefficients on two parameters, namely, mean angle 

of attack 
0  and the frequency of oscillation f. The dependency of the coefficients of the model (28) not only on the trimming 

angle 
0 , but also on the frequency of oscillations f significantly complicates the analysis of flight dynamics and control 

system design, since such parameters could not be determined for an arbitrary aircraft manoeuvre. The model of pitch moment 

coefficient should implicitly incorporate the effects obtained in the experiments, namely, the dependence on trimming angle 

0 , frequency of oscillations f, but these experimental parameters cannot be the predictors of the model. The coefficients of 

the model (28) are given for frequencies f = 0.5, 1 and 1.5 Hz for angles of attack 
0  from -10 deg to 40 deg with a step 2 deg. 

Thus, there are 78 test cases for the first source (26 cases for each oscillation frequency). 

The second source of the data is the pitching moment coefficient evolution through time obtained at the large-amplitude 

pitch forced oscillation of the aircraft model inside the wind tunnel. These motions are more aggressive, compared with the 

small-amplitude oscillations, and dedicated to investigate high-angle-of-attack departures such as aircraft stall, Cobra 

maneuvers, etc. This source of data gives the evolution of the total pitching moment coefficient 
mC  with respect to time. The 

examples of the pitching moment coefficient evolutions are given in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Estimation of the pitch moment coefficient obtained at the forced large-amplitude oscillation results. Left figure is the 

pitch moment coefficient evolution during angle-of-attack oscillation, the mean angle of attack 
0 8   deg and the oscillation 

amplitude 20A   deg. Center figure is the oscillation case with the mean angle of attack 
0 8   deg and the oscillation 

amplitude 10A   deg. Right figure is the oscillation case with the mean angle of attack 
0 18   deg and the oscillation 

amplitude 20A   deg. 
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In order to combine the data represented in the form of look-up table and pitching moment coefficient evolutions we 

generated the pitching moment coefficient evolution through the time with Eqs. (28-29), i.e., we obtained the pitching moment 

coefficient during the small-amplitude oscillations with three frequencies f for each angle of attack 
0  available in the look-

up table. This is our first data subset 
1D . The second data subset 

2D  is the pitch moment evolutions during the large amplitude 

oscillations. Small-amplitude oscillation cases are 78, large-amplitude oscillation cases are 12; 36 from 78 small amplitude test 

cases and 8 from 12 large amplitude test cases were randomly selected for training, the rest of the data were used for testing. 

Evolutions of the pitch moment coefficient and kinematic parameters during each oscillating case (both for small and large 

amplitude oscillation tests) are discretized in time into 128 steps.  

In the present study, we use the Recurrent Neural Network (NN) [71], which has the NARX configuration, since such type 

suites better for modelling of dynamics observed in the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients [72]. In the Recurrent NN an output 

depends on a current input to the network, as well as on the current or previous inputs and outputs of the network. 

For the considered problem one hidden layer containing 12 neurons is used. The activation function of hidden layer neurons 

is the sigmoid function  ( ) = 1/ 1+exp(-x)kf x . The input layer has 7 neurons; the output layer has only one neuron. 

While modeling, the NN inputs are the input vectors at the time steps i, i-1, i-2, as well as the NN simulation results at the 

previous time step i-1. The resulting NN model [71] takes the following form: 

         ( ) , 1 , 2 , 1y t M t t t y t   x x x ,  

where     ( ) ,i i q ix  is the state vector, ( )y t  is the pitching moment coefficient 
mC . 

The number of delay steps for the state vector is 2inD   and the number of delay steps for the pitch moment is 1outD  . 

Such configuration is selected as providing better generalization ability. Smaller numbers of delay steps do not allow the NN 

to describe the data. On the other hand, the larger numbers of delay steps introduce additional information in NN that disturbs 

the output signal. 

A series-parallel configuration can be used to train the RNN [73]. Because the true output is available during the training 

of the network, it is possible to create a feed-forward architecture, in which the true output is used instead of feeding back the 

estimated output. This has two advantages. The first is that the input to the feed-forward network is more accurate. The second 

is that the resulting network has a purely feed-forward architecture, and static backpropagation can be used for training. 

Application of the BCMS is quite straightforward in this case. After training the series-parallel configuration was switched to 

the recurrent configuration. For training, the patterns are composed of the records of pitch moment coefficient ( )mC i  at the 

current step i, and of the pitch moment coefficient at the step i-1 ( 1)mC i  , together with the state vector     ( ) ,i i q ix  

at the steps i, i-1, i-2. 

At the modelling stage, predicting the pitch moment coefficient ( )mC i , RNN uses results computed at the previous time 

step ( 1)mC i  , along with the current and two previous steps of the state vector. Hereby, the model is the nonlinear regression 

on seven parameters. 

As with the simple synthetic test described above, the proposed algorithm converges faster than GNBR. The prediction 

abilities of the models are compared on the testing set in Fig. 3 through coplotting the 
mC  values measured in the experiment 

and predicted by the models. From the above results, one can conclude that the NN model, trained with the BCMS algorithm, 

has better agreement with the experiments. 

More thorough analysis of the obtained results is implemented to determine whether the BCMS algorithm helped to improve 

accuracy of the models derived from the multi-source data. A quantitative comparison of the training techniques is done by 

calculating the errors obtained for the models of pitch moment coefficient 
mC  and the aerodynamic derivative m qC  separately 

for the train and test subsets. The error measure is the mean square error divided by the entire range y  of the measured value 

testy : 

 

2

1

1
( )

1

iN
test sim
j j

i j

i

y y
N

err
y










. (30) 

The calculated performance according to (30) as well as the standard deviation (Std) over 30 realizations are given in Table 

2. 
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Table 2 Errors of models 

Name Variable 
ierr
 

Train, % Std Test, % Std 

GNBR 

m qC  (small amplitudes) 7.09 236.32 8.58 316.31 

mC  (large amplitudes) 5.59 185.44 8.3 228.66 

BCMS 

m qC  (small amplitudes) 5.65 92.73 5.77 174.87 

mC  (large amplitudes) 4.53 60.09 6.34 41.18 

FFNN 

(GNBR) 

m qC  (small amplitudes) 3.88 00.07 3.96 65.90 

mC  (large amplitudes) 15.25 232.84 27.42 229.85 

 

In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm solely let us firstly compare the results obtained for the 

RNNs, trained with GNBR and BCMS algorithms. The comparison reveals the accuracy improvement of the model developed 

with BCMS. The errors for 
mC  decreased by 19% and 24% for the train and test subsets, respectively. The errors for m qC  

decreased by 20% and 33% for the train and test subsets, respectively. The results for standard deviation calculated for 30 

realizations of the models are also presented in Table 2. One can see from it that the Bayesian calibration significantly reduced 

the standard deviation, thereby improving the robustness of the algorithm. 

In addition, the scatterograms plotted for the test subsets of 
m qC  and 

mC  are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. The pattern obtained 

for BCMS is less scattered. 

 
a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 4. Scattering diagrams obtained for the test subsets. (Left) Small-amplitude subset; (Right) Large-amplitude subset. 

Let us compare the results obtained for the RNN networks with the results obtained using a NN of the feed-forward 

configuration (FFNN). The designed FFNN has 2 hidden layers, with 12 neurons being in the first layer and 7 neurons being 

in the second layer. The neuron activation function of the both layers is also chosen sigmoid function. Patterns for the training 

of the FFNN are composed of the records of pitch moment coefficient mC , together with the state input determined for the 

oscillation case 

  0( ), ( ), , , ,t q t t A f  x   
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Each oscillation case (both for small and large amplitude oscillation tests) is discretized in time into 128 steps. Subdivision 

of the data on the training and testing subsets is similar to the RNN case. To simulate the pitch moment coefficient at the time 

t of an experiment case, the input vector should be fed in the NN. 

While training of the FFNN, we used the Bayesian regularization approach designed for the single-source application, 

minimizing the objective function (1), with objective function updating law in the form (2) and (3). LM algorithm (22) with 

Gauss-Newton approximation of the Hessian GNBR [67] was used. The model performance calculated via Eq. (30) as well as 

standard deviation calculated over 30 realizations is presented in the Table 2.  

From the comparison results, one can conclude that the FFNN error for the small amplitude test is approximately the same 

as for the training and testing subsets. The error for the large amplitude test is very high, approximately four times higher for 

the train subset and seven times higher for the test subset as compared with the small-amplitude results. The similar tendency 

is observed for the standard deviation, it is much higher for large-amplitude test. Thus, the FFNN provides worse performance 

for the large amplitude subset. The reason behind this results is that the small-amplitude training examples are dominant in the 

overall training set, namely, 36 from 44 cases. The FFNN trained better to model the small-amplitude behavior shows poor 

performance for the large-amplitude subset. This is not satisfactory from the point of view of flight dynamics because a model 

should guarantee an equivalent level of the model precision in overall simulation domain for proper design a control system 

[74, 75]. 

 

7. Conclusion 

In many practical applications, usage of information from different sources or different kind of data helps to improve a 

model comprehensiveness. On the one hand, using the multiple sources, we can extract a shared common structure among 

different sources. On the other hand, parameter evaluations obtained from certain different sources can be confused and 

conflicting. We applied the Bayesian approach to calibrate data obtained from different sources and to solve the nonlinear 

regression problem in the presence of the model heteroscedastisity. The sources with larger simulation residuals have smaller 

weights while minimizing the objective function. The proposed technique infers the calibration weights from the data according 

to the source reliability and prevents overfitting over the data obtained from the noisy source. We implemented two levels of 

the Bayesian inference: at the first level, we infer what the model’s parameters might be given the data. At the second level we 

infer from the data the values of the model hyperparameters, namely, the calibration weights and the regularization parameter. 

We designed the algorithm for the effective implementation of the proposed technique. The algorithm uses the Gauss-Newton 

approximation of the Hessian matrix within the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.  

Significant benefits of using the algorithm are observed when the data from the noisy source dominating in the overall data 

set. Construction of the regression in this case could become ill-conditioned problem. The proposed Bayesian calibration 

decreases the condition number of the problem improving the robustness and convergence rate of the algorithm. Increasing the 

calibration weights for the less noisy data, the algorithm automatically increases the number of the model parameters used for 

the more reliable source. Such reallocation of the parameters helps to prevent excessive fitting of the noisy data. When the 

level of noise is equal in all sources the algorithm performance is similar to conventional algorithms. 

Two experiments based on the synthetic and the real-world datasets are conducted. The real-world experiment was the 

development of the neural network models describing the pitching moment coefficient of aircraft based on wind tunnel data. 

The results revealed that the proposed approach deals effectively in the presence of the data obtained from different sources. 

Usage of the Bayesian calibration improves the precision of the models. The tests supported the theoretical results on 

convergence speed-up.  
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8. Appendix A. Analysis of existence of evidence maximum evaluation 

Let us consider an existence of evidence maximum evaluation. For this, we should analyze the accessibility of the maximum 

of the evidence function in the form of the equation (12). Substituting the expressions for the constants ,W DZ Z  and 
FZ  from 

(6), (7) and (13) into the equation (12), we have  

  

     

/ 2
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 (31) 

To show the accessibility of the maximum of the function ( | , ) P D  ρ  we should prove the existence of the maximum of 

the integral (31). Let us use the following property of the integrals. 

If integrals ( )

b

a

f x dx  and ( )

b

a

g x dx  converge, and for all  ,x a b  the following inequality is true  

 ( ) ( )f x g x ,  

then the following inequality is also true 

 ( ) ( )

b b

a a

f x dx g x dx  .  

Using the property stated above one can conclude that the existence of the maximum of ( | , )P D  ρ  is equivalent to 

existence of the minimum of the following expression 

    T T

1

log logi

s
N k

i

i

E   


   w w e ρe ,  

defined on the set  

   , : 0, 0, 1...i i s        ρ .  

The following Lemma is of use in our purposes. The proof is straightforward. 

 

Lemma. Function ( ) log , , , 0g x Bx A x A B x    has the following properties: 

1). 
0

lim ( )
x

g x


  , since 
0

lim log
x

x


  ; 

2). lim ( )
x

g x


  ; 

3). * *
0

min ( ) ( ) 1 log ;
x

B A
g x g x A x

A B

 
    

 
. 

 

For the sake of simplicity, let us designate T T

0 , i i iQ Q w w e e .  

 

Statement. If the following condition is true, namely, 0, 0...iQ i s  , then E is bounded below on the set  , and the lower 

boundary of E on the boundary of the set   is equal to infinity; hereby, the infinum of E is achieved  

Proof. Boundedness of E on   follows from the Lemma.  

1) If 
m  is not a boundary point, then  

     T T 0

0

1 1

log log 1 log 1 log
m m

s s
i

m m i i i i i i

i i i

Q Q
E Q k N k N

k N
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2) If *

m  , where 
*  is the boundary point of  , then *( )E   . 

There are two possible cases, namely, 

a). At least one of the parameters tends to zero, , 0i   ,where i=1...s, 

b). At least one of the parameters tends to infinity, , i   , where i=1...s. 

According to Lemma, *( )E    in both cases. The statement is proven. 
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